Quarterly Bulletin
Next issue due to be circulated at the end of the month. Any news/info you wish to be included please send to Tim as soon as possible, 17th. latest.

Study Day.
Ron’s plans will be available at the meeting. Some admin and logistics details need to be agreed. Booking forms will be mailed with the Bulletin. Flyers will be available at the Garden Party.

Cathedral Open Day.
The Sudan Committee role is being co-ordinated by Bridget. Our ‘spot’ is by the Sudan chapel where display stands, leaflets and magazines will be available. Some admin details need to be sorted at the full committee.

Sudan Website
Dave Lewis continues to care for the Sudan section of the Diocesan website. It is up- dated regularly and the information flow has improved. It is a splendid resource for the diocese and provides useful links to other Sudan sites. It is a priority of the Sub Committee to support Dave’s work as it shows the face of Sudan to the diocese. We are concerned that in any re-vamping or re-organising of the diocesan site Dave is fully involved in the planning so that the Sudan site continues to be effective.

Publicity Material
Keith Whittock reports that he receives requests for material from Dorset parishes but very few enquiries from Wiltshire parishes. He wants it more widely known that they can collect anything they need from Church House Salisbury.

Richard Budd and Grace School
Although the opening of Grace School is officially not a Committee responsibility, our sub committee is very proud of Richard’s achievement and grateful that he raised the Sudan profile by obtaining TV time, Royal interest and the involvement of several Dorset schools.

Tim Biles